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R COMMENTS
Try Streaming to Your TV.
G o o g l e ’s C h r o m e c a s t i s a
inexpensive solution to cast
content to your TV using an
Android or iOS device, PC, or
Chromebook as the remote. Uses
WiFi. tinyurl.com/yctf8fkx.
Want To Edit Live Photos in High
Sierra? Looks easy at Melissa
H o l t ’s a r t i c l e . t i n y u r l . c o m /
yca6hc37.
Tu r n O ﬀ t h e i P a d ' s Z o o m
Feature. If you don’t need it, go to
tinyurl.com/y6wa988q. to learn
how to do it.
Apple Videos.
Apple is again
publishing videos to help us
understand its products.
tinyurl.com/ycaj4ugk.
Menu Bar Icons. If your menu bar
is becoming cluttered with icons, a
free utility, Vanilla, allows you to
hide some icons and get them
back when you need them.
tinyurl.com/y9hjsvl6.
AT TIMES IMAGES MAY BE A BIT
FUZZY IF ORIGINAL IMAGES WERE
FUZZY. IF YOU NEED TO READ
THEM, PLEASE GO TO THE
ORIGINAL ARTICLE.

MEETINGS - SECOND
SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

HIGH SIERRA, APPLE PAY & OS ISSUE
SECURITY, FACEBOOK, & RUN MULTIPLE MACOS
At this Saturday’s meeting, we will have three concurrent presenters, all
long-time MLMUG members.
In the main room, Mike Inskeep will review RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
IN SECURITY AND PRIVACY.
In the Multimedia room oﬀ the main room, Mark Bazrod will review THE
RECENT FACEBOOK EPISODE AND WHAT YOU CAN DO.
In the upstairs room, Bob Barton will present RUN MULTIPLE MACOS
BY PARTITIONING YOUR HARD DRIVE.

MLMUG MAY

We meet at the Community Center in Hershey’s Mill in West Chester Take
Greenhill to the Hershey’s Drive entry and go up the hill to the Community
Center. Map is at tinyurl.com/mrmtnd7.
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Based on prior designs by
Marc Robinson, Steve
Evans & Bobby Foster
MLMUG Journal is
published monthly by the
Main Line Macintosh Users
Group and is available
online. It is produced using
Apple Pages, with a
Helvetica Neue font (Same
as Yosemite).

Permission is granted to nonprofit groups and other Macintosh
User Groups to reproduce items in this newsletter. Please
include the author’s or artist’s name, the MLMUG Journal title,
and our copyright notice. A copy should also be mailed to:
Editor, MLMUG Journal, P.O. Box 1374, Southeastern, PA 19399
or emailed to msb@lpilease.com.
© 2018 Journal content not written by members is included
courtesy of the sources or the fair use doctrine. Product names
& images are trademarks or copyrights of the respective
owners.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list,
hosted at Groups.io. Compose
your letter and email it to
MLMUG@groups.io and your
message will be sent to everyone
on the mailing list. Contact Bob
Barton (barton@bee.net) if you are
a member and you are not on the
list.
Please observe good email
etiquette. If your message is humor
or not Apple-related (oﬀ-topic),
please include "Humor" or "OT" in
the subject line. The Groups.io
Terms of Service are at groups.io/
static/tos. Look for the section on
"Conditions of Use"
The MLMUG list may be used to
post Apple-related items for sale,
but any solicitation of members
through the list is forbidden
without the written consent of a

3

New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
and meet everyone from working Mac
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
• Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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PICNIC INFORMATION
DIRECTIONS
Take US 202 North or South to PA 29N/Great Valley. Take
29N and go approximately 0.5 miles and pull into the turn
lane for Valley Creek Park. You will have passed part of the
Great Valley Corporate Center on your right. There is not a
light at the turn so if you get to the light at Great Valley
Parkway, you have gone too far. Once you pull into the lot,
make a short left and right and park. Then walk down the
hill to the covered pavilion.

18TH ANNUAL MLMUG
PICNIC-IN-THE PARK

From US 30 (Lancaster Pike), it’s about 1.2 miles on 29N to

All members and their families are welcome.

Valley Creek Park
Route 29, East Whiteland.
Saturday, June 9, 2018
12 Noon - 4 PM
(No Raindate)

Hamburgers, hot dogs, rolls and condiments
will be provided by MLMUG. All other food and
beverages will be brought by attendees.
We’ll need: snacks, salads (green and main
dish), desserts and beverages (canned sodas,
juice, iced tea, etc.).
No alcoholic beverages in the park!
Pets are OK, but must be leashed and cleaned
up after.
It's important that we have accurate
numbers, so please RSVP: Gail Montgomery
by Tuesday, June 5
gailemontgomery@aol.com
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By Mark Bazrod

In July 2014 CA was warned that the CA arrangement could
violate laws limiting the involvement of foreign nationals in
American elections. Few Americans were involved in the work.
Whether CA work violated election laws has yet to be
determined.

Facebook & Your Actions

CA was banned from Facebook on March 16, 2018.

Bookmarks

It appears that Facebook violated a 2011 settlement with the
FTC - maintain a strict privacy policy and ask permission before
sharing user data in new ways.

Information on at least 87 million Facebook users has been
accessed by Cambridge Analytica (CA) without the user’s
consent. How did this occur? And what can you do about it?

Personal data on users and their friends was easily available to
app developers before 2015. In 2015 Facebook curtailed data
access about user’s friends networks, but left open many
loopholes.

But the problem goes far beyond CA. Facebook has
acknowledged to the Washington Post that data on most of the
company’s 2 billion users has probably been accessed by
outsiders without permission. Many more organizations have
accessed Facebook data. But let’s stick with CA.

Facebook now bans apps from accessing users’ info about
religious or political views, relationship status, education, work
history, fitness activity, book reading habits, music listening &
news reading activity, video watching & games. But look at what
Facebook was making available before 2015! For many of
Facebook’s prime growth years, it gave developers access to
virtually everything that a user or his friends had posted on
Facebook.

In 2013 Robert Mercer, a very wealthy hedge fund operator and
substantial Republican contributor, financed a $1.5 million pilot
project with CA to identify the personalities of voters and
influence their behavior in Virginia’s gubernatorial race. But CA
didn’t have the data to make its new products work.
The technique had been developed at Cambridge University’s
Psychometrics Center. The Center declined to work with CA, but
Aleksandr Kogan, a Russian-American psychology professor at
the university, was willing. He was paid $800,000.

There is a “runaway data” problem. “This data travels. And once
it has spread, there is no way to get it back.”

CA secured a $15 million investment from Mercer. CA was
owned almost entirely by Mercer. Board members included
Mercer’s daughter and Steve Bannon , who chose CA’s name.

What to share, such as interests, photos and personal
information like your hometown, and

Your profile tells your story. You can choose:

Who to share it with.

Kogan put a personality quiz app, ThisIsYourDigitalLife, on
Facebook which was taken by 270,000 users. This resulted in 87
million profiles of these users and their friends being given
without permission by Kogan to CA.

Your Timeline, where you can see your own posts and posts
you've been tagged in. Timeline and tagging settings.
Deleting your account is as simple as clicking on a few buttons
— but…Not everything is deleted.
6
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There is no real substitute for Facebook.

Decide on privacy settings. Go to Settings > Privacy

If you delete Facebook, you lose access to the many apps &
websites that are tied to your account if you used the Facebook
Login. And it will take a lot of time to create new accounts for
apps & sites opened thru the Facebook Login.

There are 2 main categories: Your Activity and How People Find
and Contact You.

Facebook delays deletion for a few days so do not log back in.
Facebook also oﬀers a tool for extracting a copy of your data

One of the most important is Who can see your future posts?
before deleting your account.

CLOSE THIRD-PARTY DATA COLLECTION. Apps that you
used Facebook Login gather info on you. Go to Settings > Apps
> Apps, Websites, and Plugins.

You are only deleting the media you posted, like status updates &
photos.

USE AD BLOCKERS OR ANTI-TRACKERS. Install a blocking
extension (such as Disconnect, Ublock, or Privacy Badger) on
your web browser.

Photos others uploaded will still be there, as will conversations
you had with friends through Facebook.
If you delete your account you can't regain access once it's
deleted.

USE FIREFOX CONTAINER. Go to Firefox Add-ons page for
Facebook Container > Firefox.

If you deactivate your account you can reactivate whenever you
want.

DISABLE LOCATION SERVICES. On an iPhone, go to Settings
> Privacy > Location Services > Facebook and choose the Never
option.

Click at the top right of any Facebook page, select Settings >
General > Manage your account and then scroll down to click
Deactivate your account.

USE TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION. Go to Account
Settings > Security and Login > Use two-factor authentication >
Set Up link.

Many apps & sites still let you sign up for accounts directly
through them or through your Google account.

MAKE YOURSELF HARDER TO FIND. In Who can look me up?
in Privacy Settings and Tools, you control who can find you using

WHAT CAN YOU DO
7
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your email address or phone number, and whether or not search
engines can link to your profile. The Privacy Checkup tool will
show you what information is visible to friends and to the public.

January 13

CONTROL WHO CAN SEE YOUR POSTS. Use the drop-down
menu right next to the Post button. Choices include friends, the
public, groups you belong to, and an option to build your own
custom list. You can choose specific people to block (i.e. your
direct superior in a workplace group you belong to.)

February 10
March 10
April 14
May 12
June 9
July
August
September 8
October 13
November 10
December 18

CHOOSE WHO CAN ADD TO YOUR TIMELINE. Enabling
Timeline Review lets you control what’s allowed on your timeline
by requiring you to approve each post.
STOP
YOUR
LIKES
FROM
BECOMING
ADVERTISEMENTS. You've probably seen posts reading "Soand-so likes this" with a sponsored link and a Like Page button.
To opt out of this, go to Settings > Ads > No one..
CONCLUSIONS

MAY 2018

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2018 MEETINGS

Pot Luck Brunch, Swap Meet, Members’
Show & Tell, & Election of Oﬃcers
Bob Barton – Drones and Their Future
Stan Horwitz – The Basics of Social Media
Dave Hamilton - Running your Mac Lean,
Clean and Mean.
Mike Inskeep, Bob Barton, Mark Bazrod
Picnic
Recess - Summer
Recess - Summer
Joe Kissel - TBD
Joe Myshko - TBD
Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - TBD
Pot Luck Brunch, Swap Meet, Members’

SOME SPEAKER ROSTER DETAILS

There are no real alternative to Facebook for broad info sharing.

May 12
Mike Inskeep - Recent Developments in
Security and Privacy; Bob Barton - Run Multiple
MacOS by Partitioning Your Hard Drive; Mark Bazrod Facebook & What You Can Do.
June 9
Picnic - Valley Creek Park, Route 29,
East Whiteland
September 8
Joe Kissel - Author and owner of the
Take Control Book series.
October 13
Joe Myshko - Has designed numerous
Internet Gateways for Fortune 500 Companies. His skills
include Internet security and especially securing
Internet application layer protocols.
November 10
Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - a leading
on Apple products and software. Has written or cowritten 74 popular computer books. Known for his
trademark humorous style and unerring ability to
translate "techie" jargon into usable and fun advice for
regular folks.

Deleting Facebook account not realistic for most users.
Psychographics is extremely dangerous.
Once data is out, it is hard to recover.
You have to decide what info you share.
Facebook will at some time make it easier to limit data sharing/
stealing.
You have to spend time to learn the system.
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Q - How can you tell if person asks to be your friend if they are
who they say they are? A - Maybe contact them outside of
Facebook and see if they asked. Maybe check out their friends. If
they become your friend, remember that they get access to your
profile and data.

MLMUG April 14, 2018 Meeting Minutes
By Mark Bazrod, Secretary
Larry Campbell, our VicePresident, opened the MLMUG meeting
at 9:00 AM at the Hershey’s Mill Community Center near West
Chester. There were about 31 attendees.

MAIN PRESENTATION - DAVE HAMILTON
Dave Hamilton, the founder of the MacObserver gave a great
presentation on Running Your Apple Devices Lean, Clean, and
Mean. His extended slides have been sent to Bob Barton for
inclusion in the MLMUG website.

OS AND NEW USERS SIGS - ADAM RICE AND BOB BARTON
Again because of somewhat sparse attendance, the leaders
decided to combine the SIGS for this meeting.
Q - When printing a page from Pages (but not Word, PDF, or
TextEdit) the text on the printed page is only about a tenth the
size of a full page. A - A tentative answer was perhaps the print
setting was many pages to a printed page. [After the meeting it
turned out that the setting was one page to a printed page, so
more work to do.]

Many of us use our Macs for more than 5 years. Years ago most
users were on a 3 year replacement cycle. Now you can run a 10
year old Mac.
Startup Cleanup. Go to System Preferences > Users & Groups >
Login items tab to see the many programs which load upon
startup. Google the ons you don’t know and get take out what
you do not use. You are not deleting them. Go to tinyurl.com/
yag6zuzt to see an interesting article on Launchd. The Lingon
app allows you to run programs automatically
(peterborgapps.com).

Q - The Grayscale preset specifies 2 copies. A - Presets can not
be edited. You need to delete the old preset and build a new one
with only 1 copy.
Q - Normal email is being rejected as spam. A - Look at the email
server or addressee server. A tough problem.

Extensions. You can disable and re-enable extensions you have
installed on your Mac. Photos, mail, etc. In System Preferences >
Extensions. Choose what want. Be careful of Finder extensions.

Facebook. You can download from FB all of the data which FB
has on you. FB will email a zip file to you, Adam was careful.
Folders. Messages conversations. Photos. Settings download
and copy.FB will email zip file to you. Pages keep changing.
When post, friends, public, only me, specific people, use FB on
Iphone. Adam not use FB on Iphone concerned about what FB
see. Who knows what FB is doing.

Quitter. A very useful app if you run a number of Apps. If an app
is not used in specified minutes, Quitter quits it. Free. marco.org/
apps. The time can be specified for each app. Dave sets Safari at
120 minutes, but other apps at 10 or 20 minutes. Mac only.
Activity Monitor. Built into macOS. You can see what’s going on
- CPU, memory, etc. Of course, you need to know what normal
looks like.

Ads coming after you search on the web. A - Use DuckDuckGo.
Set the default search engine to DuckDuckGo.
There is a case in the Irish courts concerning the privacy of user
data which may well aﬀect the practices of Facebook and others.

iSTAT Menus. Runs all the time and shows system data in the
menu bar. It’s very configurable. bjango.com/mac/istatmenus.
$15.
9
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App Tamer. Use for better battery life and more speed. It allows
you to throttle down an app’s speed so the Mac run faster. Very
interesting. It can also slow down Spotlight indexing.
stclairsoft.com. $15.

Test Account. System Preferences > Users & Groups. Create
new user with admin privileges. Remember password. If problem
is not with your test account, you know it’s a user issue and not a
system issue.

Content Caching. In High Sierra. Sets where store files. Useful
when running several computers.

Backing Up. Dave uses Time Machine and Carbon Copy Cloner.
Or Super Duper.

File Cache Cleanup. Dave uses Onyx to clean up cache files. He
runs it once a month. Free. www.titanium.free.fr.

Time Machine Editor. Free app. You can change the time that
Time Machine runs. Dave does it when inactive.
timesoftware.free.fr/timemachineeditor.

Synced shortcuts. Like Textexpander light, but synced to iOS
keyboard. System Preferences > Keyboard > Text. Create
shortcuts on the Mac and they are automatically loaded onto
iDevices.

iPhone
WiFi Assist. Use cellular when WiFi weak. Can use lots of data.
Settings > Cellular. Tells usage of each app. If high, turn oﬀ WiFi
Assist.

Spotlight Smoothing. Skip external drives. Go to System
Preferences > Spotlight to set what results you do not want to
see. Go to Privacy tab to set what drives not want to look.

Too many apps. iMazing. Runs on Mac. You can manage apps
on phone from Mac. If you don’t remember what app does, you
probably do not need it. imazing.com. $40.

Hazel. Automatically organizes your files and folders. It also
automatically sorts downloads and will delete support files when
you delete apps. Dave uses Hazel to get rid of unneeded files.
www.noodlesoft.com/. $32.

Preserve Ad Privacy. Setting > Privacy > Advertising. Limit Ad
Tracking. Turns oﬀ receiving ads targeted to your activity.
Reboot. The iPhone is a computer so rebooting solves many
problems. iMazing will do it. Settings > General> Shut Down (at
the bottom) will also. I takes you to the slide to power oﬀ window,
but you have a controlled shut down.

Omnidisksweeper. Finds sizes of everything. Handy to use, but
it takes time to build up. One of Dave’s favorites. Free.
www.omnigroup.com/more.
BIG SECRET. Unix was built for apps to run for months and
years. Consumers use diﬀerently. Result is get fragments of files.
So reboot weekly or monthly. Can do a safe reboot once in a
while by holding shift key down. Takes some time. Then restart in
normal mode.

Preventative Maintenance. Backup solves most problems.
Definitely use iCloud. Free iMazing Mini will backup for you and
does an incremental backup. Also do a local backup.
Q and A
Too many emails on phone. See if can delete from Verizon
website. Better to handle on Mac so syncs all devices. There is
no way to bulk delete from iPhone. Use IMAP and few problems.
A member uses CleanMyMac to handle.

Disk Utility. Preventive maintenance. Repairs file sytem.APFS Is
reliable, but a lot is not know to do troubleshooting. It can be run
from boot drive, but better if run from Recovery Partition with
Command > R when you boot. When you move to an SSD, Dave
may have said you may need the new APFS file system.

Fusion drive is a combined SSD and hard drive. System treats as
one drive. However, do not upgrade a fusion drive to APFS.
10
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Rene Ritchie posted the following article to imore.com on
September 25, 2017. tinyurl.com/yd2tjlbx. © Mobile Nations. He
i s E d i t o r- i n - C h i e f o f i M o re , e x e c u t i v e p ro d u c e r f o r
MobileNations.com broadcasting, and co-host of Iterate, Debug,
ZENandTECH, and MacBreak Weekly.

MAY 2018

consistent — but in usability. It harkens back OS X Snow
Leopard, which was marketed as having "no new features". And
smartly so. Grand Central Dispatch and Exchange support aside,
it put the public's attention where Apple's had been: On making
substantial improvements under-the-hood in order to deliver
substantive improvements to the overall Mac experience.

Macos High Sierra Review: A Radical
New Foundation For Your Mac

So too, High Sierra.
There are new features in High Sierra too, of course, including
support for virtual reality (VR) and significant additions to the
Photos app, but the improvements to the foundation are even
more impressive.

macOS High Sierra promises advanced technologies and
refinements, but are a new file system, more eﬃcient video and
photo handling, better graphics and virtual reality, machine
learning made easier, and more private Safari enough?

Cynics (who believe the Mac cup is half empty) will no doubt play
High Sierra oﬀ as a side-benefit of what Apple's doing with iOS
for iPhone and iPad. Optimists (with Mac cups half-full) will
realize that's a false dichotomy. iOS was born of macOS and
Apple has been sharing advances between them for years now.
Most recently, the software teams have been better positioned to
provide a more integrated, more unified infrastructure for both.
And the advantages of that approach are wicked obvious. Not
just for the teams, the operating systems, and the apps, but for
us, the users.

By Rene Ritche

Look no further than Apple File System, the biggest improvement
in this release, if not this decade. Introduced over a year ago,
already successfully rolled out to hundreds of millions of people
through iOS 10.3, with High Sierra it comes fully to the Mac.
And that doesn't happen without shared talent and a unified
focus. It's part of what makes High Sierra more than just a
modifier shoved in front of last year's brand. It's what makes it
part of what's next.

macOS Sierra — 10.13 if you're keeping count — is named after
the soaring elevations of the Sierra Nevada mountain range in
California. It's part of a series of Mac operating systems Apple
has been rolling out over the last few years. It started with
Yosemite, after the National Park. Then zoomed in for El Capitan,
out again for Sierra, and now up, way up, for High Sierra.

How to download and install macOS High Sierra on your Mac

macOS Sierra Evolution DELETED
macOS High Sierra Compatibility

But High Sierra isn't about radical new heights. It's about radical
new foundations. High Sierra combines new technologies with a
new level of refinement. Not in design — that's stayed fairly

You can download and install macOS Sierra, for free, on a range
11
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of hardware going back to late 2009. Basically, if your Mac is
currently running Sierra, it can run High Sierra.

MAY 2018

able to recover irreplaceable photos and documents.
I believe in encrypting main drives and, for large personal photo
and video albums, backing them up locally and to the cloud. That
way, hopefully, data is safe from both theft and corruption.

iMac (Late 2009 & later)
MacBook Air (2010 or newer)
MacBook (Late 2009 or newer)
Mac mini (2010 or newer)
MacBook Pro (2010 or newer)
Mac Pro (2010 or newer)

And APFS makes all of that easier and better. Sapshots, for
example, capture the state of the storage at a moment in time,
without risking changes or collisions like HFS. For example,
where HFS+ support for mobile Time Machine backups was
buggy, APFS re-implements it completely on snapshots. Which
also uses less storage and performs less I/O — it can do
diﬀerentials at the block level — resulting in better performance.

Some features, like HEVC encoding and decoding, require more
recent models and processors.

macOS High Sierra Apple File System

Since my main Mac is mobile, and I own a Time Capsule, I'm
really happy about this as well.

APFS, the Apple File System was designed to replace the
venerable HFS+ across all of Apple's devices. Though Apple had
done an admirable job McGyver'ing HFS+ over the years, bubble
gum and paper clips could take the Mac no further. So, it was
time for something new. Something that was born for modern
storage on state-of-the-art devices, and that could meet the
needs not just of now, but of the near future as well.

In HFS+, sparse files took up more space and required more time
to read and write to than it should have. APFS, which should
come as no surprise at this point, supports it natively. No
problem, no wasted space or time. Some basic actions are also
wicked fast. Because of cloning, APFS doesn't have to produce
duplicate data when copying files. It can copy the metadata and
and point back to the original. That takes almost no time and
uses only a tiny amount of space. As changes accrue, it can
record the diﬀerentials, making the process as eﬃcient as
possible.

For more on the technical aspects of Apple File System, and how
it's implemented on iOS, see my APFS primer. What Apple's
doing specifically for macOS deserves a closer look.
HFS+ never understood full-disk encryption. So, FileVault used
Disk Images and FileVault 2 relied on Core Storage. That limited
the available features. APFS includes native support for
encryption so Apple can oﬀer it directly and in a way that allows
for new features to be added over time.

The mental hurdle you have to clear, of course, is that if you
make five copies of a big video, you save tremendous space…
but if you then try to recover space by deleting those 4 extra
copies (really clones) you won't recover much space at all. At
least unless and until you delete the original, which you might not
want to do. Trippy, right?

There are diﬀerences in opinion about whether or not you should
encrypt your home computer. Security experts believe fiercely in
encryption, especially for work computers and laptops, and
failing secure so, in the event of theft, no one can get your data.
Backup experts believe encryption isn't always practical,
especially for home computers and desktops, because theft is
less likely than corruption, and failing safe means you may be

Apple does some smart interface and reporting work, including
fast directory sizing, command line directory size tracking, and
not hooking some of it up to the Finder, all to help make it file
system magic more human understandable. For the most part it
works. The rest is just coming to terms with the new normal.
12
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If you use multiple partitions, which is something I used to do a
lot but haven't in a while, APFS lets those partitions dynamically
resize. Partition size used to be a huge pain when I rocked virtual
machines galore, so past me appreciations this even if current
me is long past rehab. The dynamic resizing does come at the
expense of absolutely knowing the real size at any given point in
time, but I'm a fan of abstracting away as much of the old comp
sci cruft as we can from the computing process anyway. For
most people, it's better.

MAY 2018

random access is always faster.
I've been using a fusion drive on a 2015 iMac and… it's not my
favorite. Once you get used to SSD like on MacBooks and
MacBooks Pro, it's hard to go back, even to fusion. So, every
time the platters spin up, so do my nerves. I don't think APFS
can fix my core concerns with Fusion, but I do hope it can take
the edge oﬀ. Even if only slightly.
Even on solid state only, APFS has been working great. I've
converted several systems over without any issues. In daily use, I
can't say I've noticed tremendous diﬀerences yet. But that's the
point. Converting however many hundreds of millions of iOS
devices and, now, however many tens of millions of Macs,
without issue, and with a file system ready for the next decade?

Since macOS still fully supports HFS+ volumes, old and new,
there's no reason to convert external drives if you don't have to
— and it won't do it automatically. I left my old HDD externals on
HFS+, though I did update my new SSD external to APFS. It
means no one else in my circle of family and friends can use it
until High Sierra goes into wide release, but such are the
sacrifices of the preview process. And it works just fine.

That requires an incredible amount of chutzpah and hard work.
And damn if Apple didn't pull it oﬀ.

For Macs with solid state drives, which includes all modern
MacBooks, MacBooks Air, MacBooks Pro, and Macs Pro,
installing High Sierra will automatically convert them to APFS.
The process seems to be working extremely well now but, if you
have any concerns whatsoever, make a backup. (During the beta
there was a checkbox, on by default, for the conversion — that's
gone in the release version.)

macOS High Sierra HEVC (H.265) and HEIF
Once upon a time, we had H.264. We liked it. It was fast and it
was good. It let us download and stream our 720p and 1080p
video in seconds and minutes instead of minutes and hours. But
now our video has grown four times bigger with 4K (2160p) and
gotten deeper with high-dynamic range (HDR). For that, H.264
was no longer so fast or so good.

For Macs with Fusion Drives, High Sierra will neither oﬀer nor
allow any conversions to APFS right now. You could manually
trigger the conversion in beta but Apple now recommends you
roll back to HFS+ until APFS support returns in a future update.
It's a complete pain in the apps but better safe than sorry.
When APFS does come to Fusion Drives, it should make a
diﬀerence. Apple currently uses Core Storage as middleware to
fool HFS+ into handling fused storage, but it only works at the
block level and doesn't understand files or the exact kind of
changes being made to them. APFS does. It can make better,
more intelligent decisions about what kind of data goes where.
For example, it can make sure metadata is always on the SSD so
13
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While Apple has announced iTunes 4K HDR content for the new
Apple TV 4K, no similar announcement has yet been made for
the iMac 4K or iMac 5K. It's possible Apple is still in negotiations
with the notoriously paranoid and DRM-crazed Hollywood over
Mac licensing. Hopefully, we'll hear more about later in the year.

MAY 2018

So, right now, HEVC support will appeal mostly to video
professionals and transcoders.
High-eﬃciency image format, or HEIF, is the photo version of
HEVC. Nightwing to its Batman. it oﬀers 2x better compression
than trusty old JPG and what's more — it stores multiple assets
in the same container.

HDR is technically separate from 4K, so it's possible we'll get the
better color gamut and gamma regardless of the resolution.

For example, let's say you take a Portrait Mode or Live photo on
your iPhone Plus running iOS 11. Where previously the depth
data for Portrait Mode or the still and motion elements of a Live
Photo were stored separately, HEIF bundles them all together.
(HDR data, which is taken from multiple exposures, starts being
processed at the ISP-level in the chipset, so that's burned in
before it can be bundled into HEIF.)

So, the consortium of licensors (feel free to think of more colorful
names to call them) have given us H.265, which they went to all
the trouble of re-branding the even less-enjoyable-to-say high
eﬃciency video codec: HEVC. Gesundheit.
The eﬃciency in the name works out to about 40% over H.264,
typically at the expense of longer encode times up front. (Very
little in life, and nothing in video, is free.)
With macOS Sierra, Apple is building in support for both HEVC
encode and decode. On a Skylake Mac (late 2015 and 2016), you
get the 8-bit Main profile which handles 4K. On a Kaby Lake Mac
(mid 2017), you get the 10-bit Main 10 profile, which handles 4K
HDR.
The hardware is what takes care of the acceleration. macOS is
what takes care of the smarts. It turns the greater amount of
knobs available in HEVC to provide as high a quality with as high
a performance as possible. That frees up the main processor for
other tasks, improving the overall feeling of speed and
responsiveness.

macOS devices don't take Portrait Mode or Live Photos yet but
they can edit them. And that's where the advantage of HEIF
come into play. Filters, for example, can now apply diﬀerent
eﬀects based on the depth or motion data.

Of course, there's currently very little content available yet for
HEVC. Even the big media players, like Amazon and Netflix, are
barely trickling out support for it, and not at all on the Mac.

It's also going to be important as we continue our march towards
things like Portrait Mode, Portrait Lighting, and the computational
photography that'll go well beyond lenses in the future.

Likewise, while Apple has announced iTunes 4K HDR for the new
Apple TV 4K, it's not yet available on the Mac. Given Hollywood's
horrible track record when it comes to DRM demands — which
never stop pirates but always interfere with legitimate customers
— it's going to be a tough needle to thread.

Some of this does come at the cost of compatibility with older
systems. macOS can and will share H.264 and JPG versions of
your videos and photos to people running devices without HEVC
or HEIF support, for example, using AirDrop or Mail.
If you simply grab the raw files and copy them around, sneaker14
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net style, older apps might not know what to do with them. Early
adopter be warned.

processing, linear algebra, convolutional neural networks, and
algorithms behind it.

Likewise, some apps like Adobe Photoshop don't yet support
HEIF. You'd think Adobe would make it a point-of-pride to have
HEIF added early on in the beta cycle, if not well in time for
release. Sadly, not. Hopefully, Apple's implementation will help
drive HEIF support across the industry. And soon.

To do that, it has to make it easier to get the CPU out of the way
and tap into the computational power of modern graphics
processors. I can't even pretend to understand all this, but the
way that it's been explained-to-me-like-I'm-a-three-year-old by
much smarter friends and colleagues is that it's oﬀering new
commands that allow more to be submitted and referenced in
advance, it no longer needs to reset so it can copy less data and
send fewer commands, and all of that reduces overhead and
increases performance. Woof.

macOS High Sierra Metal 2, Core ML, and Virtual
Reality
When Apple introduced Metal, a new graphics framework that
sidestepped the depthy cruft of OpenGL and let developers write
much, much closer to the… metal, the company claimed a 10x
improvement to draw calls. With Metal 2, the company is
claiming a 10x improvement over the original, for a total of 100x
over GL. That's ballsy to say the least.

Also, where the original Metal varied in some areas between
Apple's platforms, Metal 2 is unified. There are still a few
diﬀerences because Apple's devices remain diﬀerent, but there's
now feature parity wherever possible, which means code can be
shared more easily whenever possible.
The macOS windowing server in High Sierra is implemented on
top of Metal 2, so everything on screen from draws to
compositing to animation to scrolling is smoother. (I didn't say
"buttery smooth" so you can't drink!)
Of course, all that buttery smooth (d'oh!) new windowing isn't
helped by the lack of advancement in features like Split View. I
use it all the time on the 12-inch MacBook, same as I do on the
iPad, but while the iOS version started better and has become
much, much better, the macOS version has been left in the same
frustrating state as it was at launch — with no ability to change
the apps in an existing Split View, only to destroy it and start
over. Maybe 10.14?
Speaking of being bummed, I know some people are still grumpy
that Apple is using an Apple-specific framework for all this new
graphical goodness, and not something standards-based like
OpenGL was, and that's fair enough. Sometimes Apple chooses
to control its own destiny and sometimes that lets Apple move
faster, more eﬃciently, and more specifically than standardsbased process or cross-platform technology would allow.

Apple really wants to deliver on the promise of technologies like
Core ML, its new, high-level common format for machine learning
models, and the lower-level computer vision kernels for image
15
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Famously, Apple's lack of investment in Mac graphics hurt the
platform when it came to virtual reality (VR). When Oculus first
announced the Rift, I bought one. Because of course I did. Then,
when I found out it wouldn't work on the Mac, I lent it to a friend
so she could have fun with it on her PC gaming rig. I'm not PC
angry, but I didn't want to have to set up and maintain another
computer system just to enjoy the occasional VR experience.

MAY 2018

Mac and head-mounted displays like the HTC Vive. As soon a s
VR display is connected, macOS High Sierra will detect it and get
as much of the rest of the software stack out of the way as
possible. Then, an optimized rendering path takes over.
There are also new performance tools for developers building VR
applications, including system trace for VR timelines and per-eye
visualization in the debugger. Much of that is as over-my-head as
Metal, but it excites the VR nerds I've spoken with and that
excites me.

The whole time, though, I hoped — and complained about the
lack of support — for VR on the Mac. High Sierra is beginning to
answer those hopes — and shut up those complaints.

What's not as clear yet is how much support there'll be for native
VR gaming on the Mac. Steam is on board, and to quote my
colleague, Russell Holly of VRHeads.com, it looks like both they
and Apple are doing everything right. So, fingers crossed. Worst
case, there's always Boot Camp, but I'd prefer not having to
maintain that environment if I don't have to either.
Regardless, I'll be testing the eGPU and the iMac on VR over the
summer, so stay tuned for more.

macOS High Sierra Photos
I have a love-hate relationship with Photos for macOS. I love how
integrated it is with Photos for iOS, and how well it excels at
basic photo and video management and editing. But I miss being
able to drag-and-drop into several of the non-Apple apps I use,
and I really miss being able to right-click and open in Photoshop
or another external editor, which I did near-constantly in
Aperture.

On the hardware side, the latest iMacs finally have enough
graphics muscle to support VR and — currently in developer
beta but going into general release in the spring of 2018 —
external graphics processors (eGPU) will open up that support to
the MacBook Pro as well. (macOS has never had to account for
GPUs that could appear or disappear before, so all of that is
being accounted for in High Sierra, including detection,
notification, and loss handling.)

At the same time, just as it delivers the top-most features on my
wish list, High Sierra trolls me by improving its own editing
enough that I now don't need an external editor anywhere nearly
as often. That includes new tools like curves and selective color.
Best of all, they're auto-magic enough that you don't have to be
a Photoshop wizard to use them.

That requires a hefty helping hand on the software side too,
which again brings us back to Metal 2.

For example, you can choose selective color to take a photo of
your red iPhone sitting on green leaves, pull all the saturation
from the green, and then push the red towards purple. And

For VR, Apple is doing everything possible to provide for
extremely low latency and solid, high frame-rates between the
16
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boom, whole new photo.

MAY 2018

Photos for macOS also lets you add and edit the new Live Photo
eﬀects, Loop, Bounce, and Long exposure. They're fun and I'm
sure I'll end up using them more on iPhone and for Instagram,
but sometimes I'm at my Mac when inspiration strikes and not
having to reach for my iPhone is huge convenience.

It's so quick and easy that, back in June, for the first time ever, I
moved a photo from Photoshop to Photos to finish it. Yeah, I was
surprised too!
A lot of this is also available in Photos for iOS 11 — unified
foundations have their advantages! — and when it comes to
quick editing to post on Instagram or other social networks, I
prefer doing it on iPhone. iPad is also a joy to edit on. For big
batches of images, I still prefer the Mac, so these new tools
being available here as well are great.

That's especially true for memories. Confession: I find them kind
of annoying on iPhone. I'm usually busy when I have my phone in
my hand so I don't have the patience for the notifications or the
time to explore and share
memories. When I'm on my
iPad or Mac, it's a diﬀerent
story. Especially my Mac.
On my Mac, a memory will
pop up in the corner or the
bottom of a photo I'm
looking at and I'll smile,
and more often than I
expect, I'll share it.
Same for the new third-party extensions that allow you to order
framed prints and other IRL manifestations of your photos. I've
had a chance to see some samples and they're just what you'd
expect: Extremely clean, extremely well printed, and extremely
high quality. The holiday season will be telling, but I have some
strong preconceptions about how I'll end up using them. I may
yet be proven wrong, but my guess is grabbing a one-oﬀ or
impulse items will be awesome on iPhone. Planning something
really special, though, will again better on iPad and, dare I
propose, still even better for me on the Mac.

The same filters are available here as on iOS as well, including
the ones that use the Portrait Mode depth data to render eﬀects.
Speaking of which, you can toggle Portrait Mode on and oﬀ
using the "Depth" button at the bottom of the photo in Edit
mode.

What I've really been waiting for, though, is Faces sync. When
Apple initially re-deployed facial recognition and tagging last
year, the company said syncing would come later.

One word of caution: If you try to edit an iPhone 8 or iPhone X
Portrait Lighting photo, and toggle depth oﬀ and back on, you'll
lose the lighting eﬀect, at least in the current version. To get it
back, you'll have to re-edit on your iPhone 8 or iPhone X.

Well, later is now. And the reason it took so long is that Apple
wanted to provide the convenience of sync while maintaining the
privacy and security of on-device processing — Apple doesn't
want to know who your friends and connections are, and I'm
17
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supremely thankful for that.
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Safari has been my go-to web browser for years. It's gotten to
the point where I only install Chrome on a Mac when and if I have
to. And most recently, I haven't had to.

So, what Apple's doing is interesting. To enable face detection,
you have to start selecting people you know and then identifying
them. At that point, the on-device machine learning and
computer vision takes over and starts to add more and more
pictures of the identified people to the pool.

Safari is just so much lighter, both in interface and power draw,
that it better fits the modern, mobile world. Because I work on
the web and spend most of my day in a browser, whatever
improvements Apple makes to Safari, and its underlying
technologies like WebKit, aﬀect me directly. And it's great to see
Apple still pushing that forward.

When syncing, Apple is only moving over the data you yourself
identified. None of the machine learning or computer vision
relationships that were built around it. Just your "truth". Then, the
synced device rebuilds those relationships locally.
In other words, I tag pictures of my mom on my iPhone, it finds
other pictures of my mom on my iPhone to add to her Faces
folder on my iPhone. The pictures I tagged are also synced to my
Mac, which then also finds other pictures of my mom on my Mac
to add to her Faces folder on my Mac.

Yes, relentless performance and zero regression are alive and
well. Apple strongly believes Safari is the fastest web browser on
the planet and the company is going to make sure it not only
stays that way, but that everyone knows about it.
There are some new features in Safari for macOS High Sierra as
well, including automatically blocking auto-play videos. That's
not just video ads either but sites that start playing video right
away to buﬀ up their view numbers. If you've ever had silly
sounds pop out of your Mac at the worst possible time — cough,
senior staﬀ meetings, cough — you'll really appreciate this.

Apple will have to prove that this implementation works well
enough that people who want no part of the massive data
harvest that is Google Photos will still find it useful enough to
use, and that'll take a while post-launch to really shake out.
Still, privacy is good and options are good, and options for
privacy are great.

Safari will also block trackers. Advertising companies use
trackers to try and build profiles to serve more compelling ads

macOS High Sierra Safari
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Google and Facebook in exchange for "free" services. It's the
impact on performance. We don't all hate giving away data but
we all seem to hate our browsers being slow.
Regardless, this solves for that. And what's more, Safari for High
Sierra lets you save settings per site. So, you do things like
defaulting certain sites to Reader Mode if that's what you want.
There's a lot more too, including: WebRTC, HEVC for more
eﬃciency web video, variable fonts so great typography stays
looking great across diﬀerent screens and resolutions, CSS fill
and stroke, CSS Grid so everyone finally stops using tables
(right?), CSS scroll snap because web apps need all the scrolling
help they can get, and Gamepad support for online games.

and to make sure they don't pay to serve the same person the
same ad more than a handful of times. (Because, after that,
you've either already clicked on it or, more likely, already decided
it's something you're not going to click on — and advertisers are
nothing if not frugal to a fault.)

Also, WebAssembly so you can get binary with it on the web,
SharedArrayBuﬀer because JavaScript deserves to be multi-CPU
aware too, Fetch API to bring resource loading out of the stone
ages, DOM JIT because the object model needs to be just-intime too, HTML custom elements because easier code reuse is
easier, oﬀscreen canvas to make web animations silky smoother,
indexed database API 2.0 because persistent storage for web
apps needs as much 2.0 as it can get, and input events and
point lock to better control interactivity,
And URL standard for better parsing compatibility across
browsers, resource and user timing to help analyze web
performance or the lack thereof, visual viewport so responsive
design can pan, zoom, and handle other changes, concurrent
garbage collection so it stops janking up your browsing, and
HTTP immutable responses for better security and performance.

Since ads are super dumb and normally don't know about each
other, they don't share trackers but rather spin up multiple
instances of even the same tracker multiple times on the same
page. That in no way helps the advertisers with their goals but
absolutely kills performance on the page.

Phew.

macOS High Sierra Miscellany
Siri for macOS High Sierra gets the same new, more natural
voice as Siri for iOS, and the same, new, more circular icon just
like on the top of HomePod. There's also music integration for
recommendations, playlist creation, and general information.

As disheartening as it is for some of us to believe, it's not the
privacy that bothers most people — otherwise we'd be far, far
more careful about all the data we're already handing over to
19
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There's still no sign of HomeKit support, though, which is a huge
bummer. I'd love to be able to tap Siri on the Touch Bar and turn
my lights on or oﬀ without having to reach for an iOS device or
remote.

For iCloud, you'll be able to share an iCloud Drive link the way
you've been able to share a Dropbox link for a while. Just copy it,
send it, and whomever you share it with will be all up in your file
or files with you. (Yes, share wisely.)

Along the same lines, even though Continuity was introduced
three versions ago, there's still no support for media, which
means I can't be listening to a playlist on my Mac, get up and
walk away, and keep listening on my iPhone without missing a
beat.

Files you share can be used in any compatible app and you can
control access. So, for example, anyone can view one file but
only specific Apple IDs can edit another. Think Google Docs
sharing but for iCloud.
Mail is faster and now shows top hits based on a variety of
factors, including how often you engage with the sender. It's
supposed to get better the more you use it. I've found it a bit of a
mixed blessing since I often search for mail that comes from
senders I typically don't engage with — like for order status or
shipping info. I'll give it time, but I currently feel lost more often
than I did staring at the long list of literal results.

I miss all the beats — unless I manually tap through to find and
play the same list, or ask Siri to find and restart it. Yes, like an
animal.
Given the great lengths Apple has gone to make its platforms
such a uniform, consistent experience, it only sticks out all the
more when gaps like this remain year after year after year.

Notes lets you pin notes at the top of the list and also add tables.
Since its launch, I've pretty much lived in Notes for most of my
writing. It's my figurative mind palace. But with sync. It doesn't
get all the fancy new features like document scanning or,
obviously, Instant Access via Apple Pencil, but I'll take any
improvements I can get.

Auto Unlock is updated to provide support for the W2-powered
Apple Watch Series 3. (You'll need to update if you got a new
Watch.)
Universal Clipboard has graduated from text and images to full
on files. It now lets you copy and paste documents between
Macs using just the power of Apple ID, iCloud, Bluetooth LE, and
point-to-point Wi-Fi alone. That's a geeky way of saying hit
CMD-C on one Mac, move over to another Mac that's also
logged into your account, and hit CMD-V. Boom, Continuity file
copying. It's great and now that we have Files.app on iOS, I hope
it goes cross-platform as well.

I'd still kill for a plain text mode. Hard.
I also wish Instant Markup for screenshots was included in
macOS High Sierra the way it is in iOS 11, because Mac users
want to complain, taunt, and tease via screenshot too.
FaceTime lets you grab Live Photos during video calls. It's terrific
fun in the best Photo Booth sense of the word. There are no
eﬀects, like Photo Booth, but there's every bit the sense of
grabbing onto and holding a special moment. And since it uses
the camera on the other end of the conversation, you get much
better quality than simply screenshot, compressed video quality.
You get everything the other device can deliver. In motion.

Spotlight, still around and kicking in the age of voice, now gives
you flight numbers, arrival and departure times, terminal and gate
info, update you on flight delays, and show you a map of the
flight path. There's also support for constellations and, hurrah,
multiple Wikipedia results.
Accessibility oﬀers Type to Siri, which has been on my wish-list
for a long time as well. (Sadly, inverse colors doesn't seem to be
as smart as the new iOS 11 version, at least not yet.)

Still waiting on FaceTime conference calling.
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There's also bilingual English support, autocorrect, auto word-list
updating, and better video captioning for Japan; safe browsing
and local points of interest for China, Hindi as a system
language, a Nastaliq font, SF Arabic system font, and new
bilingual dictionaries for Russian and Portuguese.

MAY 2018

something I've barely noticed. The was nothing to get used to,
nothing to relearn. Everything I do keeps getting done, just faster
and better. At least mostly.
I do wish Apple had addressed some of the longer-standing
gripes, like the aforementioned lack of HomeKit support, lack of
Continuity for media and News for Mac, and the inflexibility of
Split View, but they nailed other ones like external editors in
Photos. They also gave Safari, the most important app on the
platform, so much love.

macOS High Sierra Conclusion
macOS High Sierra will win over most customers with precisely
one feature: It's free. But I also think it'll win more than its fair
share of fans on the strength of its new technologies and
refinements. For people like me who have been looking for VR
support or waiting on a few extra features for everyday apps like
Photos or Notes, or wanted Faces to sync, it'll be a clear win.
(iMessage sync was supposed to come as well at launch but has
been delayed until a future update.)

Apple is positioning macOS High Sierra as an update that
prepares the platform for future innovation. That's not just
technologies like APFS and Metal 2, and Core ML and eGPU,
HEVC and HEIF, but new products like iMac Pro and a new Mac
Pro coming later this year and next.
And that's fine. Excellent even. As long as that future delivers.

It's not a big, flash update filled with whiz-bang new designs,
animations, and workflows. The changes are deep. Deep as the
file system, as the graphics engine, as the concept of AI and
sync that respect our privacy and security.
As someone who uses macOS every day and has everything
from the multitouch trackpad to the keyboard shortcuts on
muscle-memory speed-dial, the update to High Sierra has been
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Roman Loyola and Michael Simon posted the following article to
macworld.com on April 11, 2018. tinyurl.com/ycaxatuk. © IDG
Consumer & SMB. A Senior Editor, Macworld, Roman has
covered technology since the early 1990s.

You can learn more by taking a look at our favorite High Sierra
features listed below. That’s followed by an FAQ, where you can
get details on High Sierra’s release date, system requirements,
installation instructions, and more.

Macos High Sierra: Everything You Need
To Know About Apple’s Latest Mac
Operating System

macOS High Sierra: The Macworld review
Here's our full review of macOS High Sierra. High Sierra is mostly
an under-the-hood upgrade that sets the Mac up for the future.
There are cool features in Photos and Notes, and Safari 11 has
controls for autoplay videos. Read our review to learn more.

From a new file system to powerful graphics improvements, to
how to perform an installation, here’s all you need to know about
Apple’s new desktop OS.

A new file system
Ever since System 8, the Mac has used the HFS+ file system to
keep our documents and directories running smoothly, but at last
year’s WWDC, a new Apple File System (APFS) was announced.
It made it into iOS with the iOS 10.3 update, and with High Sierra
it’s also coming to the Mac. But where the changes to iOS are
largely behind the scenes, you’ll really get it see it in action in the
new macOS.

By Michael Simon and Roman Loyola

One of the main tenets of High Sierra, APFS will be new the new
default file system, bringing an advanced 64-bit architecture and
a responsive design to cut down on the time it takes to do
common tasks. Apple VP Craig Federighi quickly demoed how
fast files are copied, and it should save quite a bit of time, even
on older Macs. APFS also brings some heavy-duty security,
including built‑in encryption, crash‑safe protections, and
simplified data backup on the go.
APFS works with SSDs, and when you upgrade to High Sierra,
the SSD will automatically be converted from HFS+ to APFS.
APFS does not work with Fusion Drives and hard drives, so
those storage devices will continue to use HFS+.
A recent AppleInsider report states that some games have
problems running on APFS. Unity recommends that developers
working on games based on the Unity Engine (such as Cities:
Skylines) should not upgrade to High Sierra or upgrade to Unity
5.5. AppleInsider also states that other games that have

The next version of Apple’s operating system for the Mac is
called macOS High Sierra. While the OS is mostly about software
refinements, it also lays the foundation for future innovations in
the worlds of VR (virtual reality) and AR (augmented reality).
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problems since the APFS upgrade include Civilization V, CounterStrike: Global Oﬀensive, Half-Life 2, and Team Fortress 2.
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Apple’s browser always gets a tune-up whenever a new version
of macOS comes out, but this time around Federighi says the
improvements coming in High Sierra actually make it the world’s
fastest desktop browser. It features 80 percent faster JavaScript
performance when compared to Chrome, which should help us
surf way quicker. We have benchmarks of the Safari 11 beta, and
it definitely is the fastest Mac browser available

Learn more about APFS in our APFS FAQ.

Better Photos
Photos is rapidly becoming one of the most used apps on our
Macs, and in High Sierra it looks we’ll be spending even more
time with it. A slew of new features await us in the new OS,
including better organization, looped Live Photos, and new
Memories categories. It’ll also be easier to identify who’s in your
photos with more accurate People identification and crossdevice syncing for albums.

But we’re more interested in two new features that address what
it’s like to use the Internet in 2017. The first will eliminate one of
the more annoying features of the modern web: autoplay videos.
Where Safari in Sierra tells you which tab is playing audio, in High
Sierra, it will shut the video down before it can start. Autoplay
blocking will detect which sites are delivering unwanted videos,
and then press the pause button for you. See how it works.
Along with our ears, the new Safari will also protect our privacy.
A new system of intelligent tracking will use machine learning to
identify prying advertising trackers that track your online behavior
and remove the cross-site tracking data they leave behind. That
means you won’t get hit up with three dozen vacuum ads the
next time you buy one on Amazon.
Safari 11 also has the option to let you view sites in Reader mode
all the time. Here’s a look at the always-on Reader mode.

Smoother video

The new Photos app in High Sierra features new pro-level editing tools.

But the coolest feature may be a set of new built-in editing tools.
Photos already lets us make some awesome adjustments to our
snapshots, but High Sierra seriously ups the game with powerful
pro-level tools—like a curves palette for fine-tuning color and
contrast, a selective color dropper to home in a specific hue, and
new filters that will make your photos fit for an art gallery. And for
all your gallery- and album-worthy photos, Apple has now
partnered with third-party apps to give you more publishing and
printing options.

We watch a lot of video on our Macs, and High Sierra is making
the experience even better. In addition to supporting 4K where
available, it’s also upgrading to the new industry standard, High
Eﬃciency Video Coding (or H.265 for short). The new system
compresses video up to 40 percent more the H.264, the current
video standard. Under the new codec, videos will stream
smoother and take up less space, both of which will make
experience much more pleasant. And if you’re a video creator,
the new standard will also be built into Pro Tools so your projects
will be able to take full advantage of it right from the start.

Speedier, smarter Safari

Next-level Metal
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When Metal was introduced in El Capitan, it brought a slew of
under-the-hood changes to make games and graphics sing, and
now it’s ready to deliver the next generation, appropriately called
Metal 2. The new technology will open up games to a whole new
world of power, with a new API and powerful tools for
developers. Metal 2 will bring 10 times the draw call throughput
that Metal delivered, enabling graphics that are far more robust
while adding external GPU support for hard-core gamers.

With the macOS 10.3.4 update, Apple has implemented alerts
that let you know if an app that you are opening is a 32-bit app.
The alerts have a Learn More link that takes the user to a
KnowledgeBase article explaining the 32- to 64-bit transition.
Learn more about the 32-bit alerts.
If you're using Apple's Final Cut Studio and Logic Studio, Apple
is sending notifications to registered user regarding compatibility
issues with High Sierra. According to MacRumors, Apple is
informing those users that Final Cut Studio and Logic Studio are
32-bit apps that "will not launch on a computer running macOS
High Sierra." Users running these two apps will need to upgrade
to Final Cut Pro X an Logic Pro X.

But Metal 2 also brings support for something sorely missing
from today’s Macs: virtual reality. High Sierra lets developers
create interactive and immersive virtual reality experience on the
Mac for the very first time that will work with the HTC Vive and
Unreal Engine for VR. And to show how serious it is about VR,
Apple is even oﬀering developers an external graphics dev kit to
get started, featuring a Thunderbolt 3 enclosure with an AMD
Radeon RX 580 GPU. You know, until the iMac Pro arrives in
December.

The following pro apps are compatible with High Sierra:
•
•
•
•
•

You can learn more about Metal 2 by watching these Apple
videos from the Worldwide Developers Conference. These
presentations are targeted at developers.
•
•
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Final Cut Pro X 10.3.4 or later
Motion 5.3.2 or later
Compressor 4.3.2 or later
Logic Pro X 10.3.1 or later
MainStage 3.3 or later

If you use Microsoft Oﬃce with the macOS High Sierra beta, take
note. Microsoft announced that Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and
other Oﬃce apps may have problems with the High Sierra beta;
Oﬃce 2016 should run, but users may encounter crashes. Oﬃce
2011 will not work. Oﬃce will have full support of the final version
of High Sierra, as Microsoft has clarified in a support document.

Introducing Metal 2
VR and Metal 2

Software issues
Apple announced at WWDC 2017 that the company will start to
phase out support for 32-bit software in macOS. In January
2018, new apps submitted by developers to the App Store must
be 64-bit apps. Also, all apps and app updates must be 64-bit by
June 2018. Eventually, 32-bit support will no longer exist in
macOS, probably in a version after High Sierra.

Other features
High Sierra is a maintenance
release, there will be lots of little
improvements all over your
desktop that you might not even
notice at first.

That’s important for developers to note, but it’s also important for
users. If you have old software you like to use and never update,
it’s possible they are 32-bit apps and they won’t work in a future
version of macOS. Now’s the time to update those apps and get
used to them, or find alternatives.

•
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In Notes, you can better
organize your information
by using a formatted table.

Pinned note in macOS
High Sierra’s Notes
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Got note you need to access frequently and quickly? Now
you can pin it.
•
•

•
•

•

•
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How much does macOS High Sierra cost? Apple makes its
operating systems free, so macOS High Sierra is a free upgrade
for users who have macOS Sierra installed.

Siri has a more natural voice that sounds more like a
person rather than a machine.
Spotlight will provide flight information, and can show
multiple Wikipedia results when there’s more than one
answer to your question.
Get a sneak peek at the new emoji coming to macOS.
In Mail, Search will now use Spotlight to quickly identify
top hits, and you’ll be able to split your inbox and your
compose window when in full-screen view. Also, Mail has
been optimized so it uses less space on your storage
device.
When you’re in a FaceTime call, you’ll be able to easily turn
a special moment into a Live Photo so you can remember
it forever.
There are a bunch of improvements that IT professionals
will appreciate, too.

From what operating systems can I upgrade to macOS High
Sierra? If you have macOS Sierra (the current macOS version),
you can upgrade straight to High Sierra without doing any other
software installations.
If you are running Lion (version 10.7.5), Mountain Lion,
Mavericks, Yosemite, or El Capitan, you can upgrade directly
from one of those versions to Sierra. Chances are this will still be
the case with High Sierra.
How do I get macOS High Sierra? Apple will make the High
Sierra upgrade available in the Mac App Store.
Can I try the macOS High Sierra beta? If you are a developer,
you can get a beta of macOS Sierra through the Apple Developer
Program. The developer beta is available now.
Apple also has a beta available to the general public, which is
now available. Public betas are released on a regular cycle and
the betas are free, but come with the caveat that the software
isn’t as stable as it would be at release—meaning it could cause
problems on your Mac. However, if you do decide to try the beta,
you can provide Apple with valuable feedback. The public beta is
not the same versions as the developer beta; it’s a few cycles
behind.

macOS High Sierra FAQ
What is the name and version number of the new macOS?
Apple names its macOS versions after California locations. This
time, it named the new version High Sierra. The name follows
Apple’s pattern of slightly changing the name of the previous
version of the OS if the upgrade isn’t considered a big one. (See
for example, Leopard and then Snow Leopard, Lion and then
Mountain Lion.)

Learn more about the macOS High Sierra Public Beta, or you can
go ahead and sign up for the public beta program online here.
You need to make a Time Machine backup before you install the
beta in case you need to restore your system.

Apple senior VP Craig Federighi joked during the WWDC
keynote that the name could be “misconstrued,” but Federighi
was reassured that the name High Sierra was “fully baked.”

If you try out the beta and decide later that you don’t want to use
it anymore and want to go back to macOS Sierra, Apple has
instructions on How to unenroll from the public beta and how to
restore your system.

If you’re into version numbers, then you’ll be happy to know that
this one is version 10.13.
When was macOS High Sierra released? September 25, 2017.
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You can continue to participate in the beta program after the
High Sierra golden master has been released. You'll get beta
versions of the High Sierra updates.

MAY 2018

Glenn Fleishman posted the following article to macworld.com
on November 22, 2017. tinyurl.com/y8drsdrf. © IDG Consumer &
SMB. He is a Senior Contributor to Macworld and a regular
contributor to the Economist, Fast Company, and Boing Boing.

Should I upgrade to macOS Sierra? Whether you upgrade to
High Sierra or not is up to you. First, you need to check to see if
your Mac is compatible.

How To Upgrade A Drive With High
Sierra And APFS

Then, you also need to make sure the software you use most
often will work. As High Sierra’s ship date approaches,
developers may release updates to insure compatibility.

By Glenn Fleishman
The new Apple File System (APFS) that replaces the long-running
HFS+ in macOS caused a lot of concern and confusion, because
it seemed like a massive change, but the eﬀects aren’t noticeable
to end users, except in improving the speed of SSD-only Macs.
(Apple doesn’t upgrade hard drives to APFS, and hasn’t yet
released a Fusion APFS update for its mixed SSD/hard drive
systems.)

Check the Mac App Store on a regular basis to install updates on
apps you have bought there. (To do this in the Mac App Store
app, click on the Updates tab. This will check the store for any
updates.)
If you have software you didn’t get in the Mac App Store, launch
the app and look in the preferences or other menus for an option
to check for updates. You can also look on the developer’s
website.

APFS restructures how files are stored in a disk partition, but it
doesn’t change how programs access files within the operating
system. When copying individual files or cloning a drive with Disk
Utility, SuperDuper, or Carbon Copy Cloner ($40), macOS
continues to abstract interaction with files, so you don’t have to
learn anything about the filesystem to use it or to use cloning
software. (That’s just so long as the cloning software is up to
date. Carbon Copy Cloner released a major update for APFS
weeks ago, and SuperDuper finished its beta testing and
released an APFS-ready version 3.0 on November 8.)

Make a backup of your Mac before you install High Sierra. You
might even save your important documents separately from your
primary backup, just in case. If you install High Sierra and
encounter problems, you can revert back using the backup.
How do I install macOS High Sierra? After you download High
Sierra from the App Store, there are several ways to run the
installation.
•

Go to the High Sierra product page in the Mac App Store.
The Download button will be replaced by an Open button.
Click on it to start the installation.

•

In the Mac App Store app, click on the Purchased tab. You
should see the macOS High Sierra installer in the list of
purchased apps. Click on the Install button.

Macworld reader Doyle wonders if any of this causes issues
when migrating from one drive to another. He wants to upgrade
from his existing SSD to one that’s larger, and he’s previously
relied on Disk Utility. Because Apple has provided much detail
about APFS, he’s concerned that this might not work this time
out. He’d prefer to use Disk Utility, but isn’t opposed to buying a
piece of software to clone if it would provide extra abilities.

•

Go to your Applications folder and look for a app called
“Install macOS High Sierra” and double-click on it.

[ Further reading: Best NAS boxes for media streaming and
backup ]
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The good news is you can use Disk Utility just as you have in
previous releases to migrate a drive. You need to format the new
drive with APFS before initiating the clone, and you can boot into
Recovery as in the past to perform the clone.

MAY 2018

With Carbon Copy Cloner or SuperDuper, you can follow either
program’s instructions to clone the Recovery partition, and skip
step 1 above. This eliminates installing macOS, which can take
some time. Then, you can follow steps 2 to 5 and complete the
clone.

However, there’s one thing that Disk Utility cannot manage:
installing a new Recovery Disk on a freshly formatted macOS
drive. For that, you need Carbon Copy Cloner or SuperDuper,
both of which can clone an existing Recovery Disk onto another
drive. Apple only supports creating this very critical piece of
macOS troubleshooting, also required for using FileVault, when
you perform a full macOS installation. (SuperDuper can’t use
HFS+ as a destination for cloning a Recovery Disk, however.
Read this blog post for more particulars.)

If you need to swap a drive out of your Mac instead of having
both connected at once, I’d recommend using either SuperDuper
or Carbon Copy Cloner to help with that after either installing
macOS on the external drive or using Carbon Copy Cloner or
SuperDuper to clone Recovery. Then:
1.

If you want to use an all-Disk Utility method in High Sierra, you
need to follow these steps:

2.

1. Run macOS Installer for High Sierra and complete a full
installation on the new drive.
2. When finished, restart and choose Recovery (Command-R
at startup).
3. Launch Disk Utility from the Recovery startup list.
4. Control-click the new main partition on your new drive and
choose Restore.
5. Select your old drive’s main partition in the Restore From
menu and click Restore.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Disk Utility lets you restore from another mounted drive or a disk
image, eﬀectively cloning a drive.
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Make a clone of your current drive either as a complete
partition or as a disk image on an external drive using
either app (or update an existing clone).
Shut your Mac down and swap the internal drive for the
new one.
Boot into Recovery.
Launch Disk Utility from the Recovery startup list.
Control-click the new main partition on your new drive and
choose Restore.
Select the clone if it’s a partition or click Image to select a
disk image backup and click Restore.
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Jeﬀ Butts posted the following article to MacObserver.com on
November 7, 2017. tinyurl.com/ybnvdwbe. © The Mac Observer
Inc. He’s been working on computers since before he ever
thought about teaching.

•
•
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enabled.
The service requires an iPhone 6 or later.
You need to enable the feature.

Everything Apple Pay Cash, From Setup
To Sending Money

Getting Apple Pay Cash Turned on

By Jeﬀ Butts

Near the top of the Settings panel, you’ll see an option for Apple
Pay Cash. Toggle that on.

Now, let’s walk through what you need to do by way of setup for
Apple Pay Cash. Go to Settings > Wallet & Apple Pay first.

With the release of iOS 11.1 Developer beta 2, Apple has rolled
out Apple Pay Cash to the public. It’s one more step towards the
cashless society Apple envisions. Here is everything you need to
know about using it, from setup to sending that hard-earned
money.

Next, you’ll be prompted to set up your Apple Pay Cash card in
Wallet & Apple Pay. Follow the prompts, and it will be a painless
process.
You’ll be asked to verify your Apple Pay Cash setup after this
screen
To ensure you can continue using the service uninterrupted, you
should tap your card in Wallet & Apple Pay, then press the option
to Verify Your Identity.
Since banks are involved, you’ll need to verify your identity to use
Apple Pay Cash without any interruptions
The Settings app will confirm your first and last name, along with
your date of birth and the last four digits of your Social Security
Number.

For everyone who wants to test sending money with Apple Pay
Cash, my Messages ID is … just kidding!

Presumably, this last step is to meet Patriot Act requirements
that financial institutions have to follow. Remember, this peer-topeer payment service is being implemented through Green Dot
Bank, a company that oﬀers prepaid credit cards.

Requirements for Using Apple Pay Cash
First of all, here are the conditions you have to meet in order to
try out Apple Pay Cash.
•
•
•

Using Apple Pay Cash to Send and Request Money
Once you’ve enabled the feature, you’ll get a confirmation screen
the next time you open Messages. It is there to remind you that
you can send money with Apple Pay.

Apple Pay Cash is limited to the United States, for now.
You must be running at least iOS 11.2 Developer beta 2,
or Public Beta 2.
Your Apple ID needs to have two-factor authentication
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Once you find that magical person who can send you some
simoleons with Apple Pay Cash, just type in the amount you
want and hit Request. Or, if you’re feeling generous, hit Send and
brighten that person’s day.
If your Apple Pay Cash card balance is too low to cover a
payment, you’ll be prompted to approve the transaction using
one of your other Wallet credit or debit cards. While there’s no
charge to send money using a debit card, you will pay a three
percent fee if you use a credit card instead.

What to do With the Money Once You’ve Got It
When you receive money through this service, you can use it at
any retailer supporting Apple Pay. Your Apple Pay Cash card also
seems to maintain a register of your transactions, so you can
refer back to it as needed.
After you enable Apple Pay Cash, you’ll see this screen the next
time you open Messages

If you want to get the money out of your digital card, you can
transfer it to a bank account. You’ll need to have your routing and
account numbers for your checking or savings account. It does
not appear to be possible to transfer funds to a debit card, as
you can with some of the service’s competitors.

Now, you’ll see a new Apple Pay icon in your Messages app
drawer. If you tap on it, you’ll either get a screen to send or
request money or a message that your intended recipient isn’t
able to use the service yet.

Apple Pay Cash Limits
Per transaction, you can add from $10 to $3,000 at a time. The
most you can add to to your digital card in any seven-day period
is $10,000, and your total balance on the card cannot exceed
$20,000. That maximum is assuming you’ve verified your identity;
it will be a lesser amount if you choose not to perform that step.
As far as sending and receiving money, the same limits apply but
you can send as little as $1 to someone. Per message, you can
send or receive up to $3,000, and the cap for any seven-day
period is $10,000.
You can transfer as little as $1, or your full balance if it’s under
that, to your bank account. The most you can transfer at once is
$3,000. You can transfer up to $20,000 per seven-day period to
your bank account.

So sad, I can’t yet contribute to Jeﬀ Gamet’s coﬀee and tea fund
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prompts to add at least a debit card. You will also need twofactor authentication turned on in Settings > Your Name >
Password & Security—regardless of Apple Pay, two-factor
authentication is essential for security. With Apple Pay enabled,
tap Settings > Wallet & Apple Pay > Apple Pay Cash and run
through the setup process. You might also be asked to verify
your identity after setup—it just might be necessary to send or
receive more than $500 in total for that really fancy meal you are
having.

Don Mayer posted the following article to the Kibbles & Bytes
Newsletter #1072 on January 16, 2018. tinyurl.com/mu939qj. ©
Small Dog Electronics, Inc. He is the CEO of Small Dog
Electronics.

Going Dutch With Apple Pay
By Don Mayer

When you’re done, you’ll end up with a new Apple Pay Cash card
in the Wallet app. It’s a virtual card that stores money you receive
and works like any other debit card for payments. If it doesn’t
have enough money on it to cover a payment, you can choose
any other debit or credit card you’ve added to Apple Pay. You
can also add money to it or withdraw money to a linked bank
account. You’ll want to use a debit card when adding money or
paying beyond your balance with Apple Pay Cash, since then
there is no transaction fee. A credit card incurs a 3% fee.

Let’s say you are out to lunch with some millenial friends, one of
whom picks up the check and says, “Just send me your share
via Apple Pay Cash.” Say what?
Apple Pay Cash is Apple’s new person-to-person payment
service, designed to make it easy for individuals to send and
receive money. It’s perfect for repaying a friend who buys concert
tickets or a relative who picks up some groceries for you. Or
rather, it’s perfect if your friends and relatives use iPhones with
iOS 11.2 or later—for green-bubble Android acquaintances, you
can rely instead on cross-platform services like Venmo, Circle,
and Square Cash. I’ve been sending money to my granddaughter
at BU with Apple Pay Cash instead of Venmo and it works great..

To send or request money via Apple Pay Cash, you use
Messages. While in an iMessage thread (blue bubbles) with the
person with whom you want to exchange money, make sure the
app drawer is showing (tap the app button if necessary) and then
tap the Apple Pay button in the drawer.

Here’s how to start using Apple Pay Cash:
First, if you haven’t yet enabled Apple Pay, go to Settings >
Wallet & Apple Pay > Add Credit or Debit Card, and follow the

A panel appears with a dollar amount, + and – buttons, and
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buttons for Request and Pay. Use the + and – buttons to set the
amount, or tap the dollar amount to show a keypad where you
can enter an exact amount, with cents if necessary. Then tap
Request or Pay to insert the transaction into the message. It
won’t be sent until you tap the black send button, so if you
change your mind, you can tap the little x to delete. Lastly, you’ll
be prompted to verify the transaction in the usual Apple Pay
fashion, which means authenticating with Face ID on the iPhone
X or Touch ID on all other iPhones.

Bob LeVitus posted the following article to
workingsmarterformacusers.com on June 9, 2016. tinyurl.com/
ycregujd. © Bob LeVitus. Bob is the author of more than 80
books, a computer columnist, and Mac expert. He is one of my
favorite authors and speakers.

You can even use Siri to initiate transfers—“Send my mother
$15.” or “Ask my sister for $4.99.” And if you have an Apple
Watch with watchOS 4.2 or later, you can also send money from
the Messages app, or send or request money via Siri. On the
watch, double-press the side button to confirm the transaction.

By Bob LeVitus

Why The Hell Haven’t You Customized
Your Toolbar And Sidebar???
This entry is all about the Toolbar and Sidebar in Finder windows,
but don't worry—I won’t bore you a feature-by-feature
description of every Toolbar and Sidebar feature. Instead, I’ve
written a delightful little ditty about making the Sidebar and
Toolbar work smarter, a tantalizing little tale I call:

Why the Hell Haven’t You Customized Your Toolbar
and Sidebar???
I’m teaching a class on Mac basics at University of Texas
Informal Classes and It freaks me out that not a single one of my
students knew you could customize the Toolbar and Sidebar.
And that’s a shame since they’re two powerful features that have
been around since time immemorial and are common to all
Finder windows in all versions of OS X.
If your Sidebar and Toolbar are still just as Apple shipped them,
you’re about to see how to make them über-useful. And for those
who’ve customized their Sidebar or Toolbar, let me show you a
few of my favorite tricks for making them work smarter.

The recipient can store their money on their Apple Pay Cash card
and use that to pay for stuﬀ or transfer right into their bank
account. I discovered when sending money to Khadija, that it
takes 3-4 days for the money to be successfully transferred to
the bank account so if you need immediate cash that might not
be the best way.
Frankly, the only downside to Apple Pay Cash is that it works
only within the Apple world. But as long as you want to exchange
money with Apple-using friends and relatives, it’s fast, easy,
reliable, and one less reason to visit the ATM.
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the Toolbar, press Command and drag the icon oﬀ the Toolbar;
when you release the mouse button, the item will disappear with
a satisfying “poof.” Or, you can invoke the Customize Toolbar
sheet and drag them oﬀ without the Command key, but what fun
is that?

On Making Your Toolbar Work Smarter

Here’s one final Toolbar tip before we move on: If you often forget
what your Toolbar icons mean, choose Icon and Text from the
pop-up Show menu in the lower left corner of the Customize
Toolbar sheet. This will display the item’s name below its icon, as
shown in the previous figure. Or, hover the pointer over any item
in the Toolbar for a few seconds and its description appears as a
tool tip (Perform tasks with the selected items in the figure
below):

You probably know that in the Finder, you can choose View->Customize Toolbar to add or remove items from the Toolbar.
And, if you didn’t, you do now:
What you probably don’t know is that you can also add any
folder or file to your Toolbar by holding down the Command key
and dragging the item onto the Toolbar.
In the figure above, I’ve added the Dropbox, Work, and Desktop
NOT folders to my Toolbar, making it easy for me to drag files or
folders onto any of them or open 'em in their own tab with a
single click.
The Command key is also the key (haha) to several other useful
Toolbar tricks. For one, you may know that you can rearrange
items on the toolbar as long as the Customize Toolbar sheet is
open… But it’s often faster to just press Command and rearrange
your Toolbar icons without involving the Customize Toolbar
sheet.

One last thing: If you try to drag a file or folder to the Toolbar and
it won’t stick, chances are you’re trying to drag an alias. You
can’t do that. Instead, find the original file by clicking on the alias
and choosing File-->Show Original (or Command + R) and then
dragging the original file onto the Toolbar.

The Command key is also the key (haha again) to removing items
you don't want in the Toolbar anymore. To get rid of an item in
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On Making Your Sidebar Work Smarter
Many users underestimate the convenience of the Sidebar, never
bothering to customize it to suit their needs. That’s a big mistake.
Although Apple populates a stock Sidebar with some useful
folders, if you want to make it really useful, you need to populate
it with the folders you use most.
To add a folder to the sidebar (WSM e-book in this example),
drag the folder onto the Sidebar. Make sure it’s positioned
between two folders and you see a little line between the folders
(as shown on the left in the figure below). When you release the
mouse button, WSM e-book appears in the Sidebar between the
two folders where the line was (as shown on the right in the
figure below).
If you drag the folder onto another folder in the Sidebar (the
Column Fodder folder in the figure below), instead of dragging it
between two folders (Dr. Mac Columns and Mac Observer
Columns in the figure above), you’ll move the WSM e-book folder
into the Column Fodder folder instead of adding it to the Sidebar.
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My Sidebar is always in a state of flux. For example, I add project
folders (like Working Smarter) when I’m actively working on them,
and remove them when that project is done. I also add folders I
frequently save files into such as Column Fodder and Recipes
folders.

To remove a folder from your Sidebar, just drag it out of the
Sidebar until you see a little X in a circle. When you do, release
the mouse button and the folder disappears with a satisfying
“poof.”

The point is: There’s no reason not to add every folder you use
regularly to the Sidebar.
Last but not least, sharp-eyed readers have surely noticed that I
have several folders in both the Toolbar and the Sidebar. My
answer to that is: Why not? I use those three folders more than
the others; having them available in more than one place is
convenient. There’s no penalty for having multiple aliases of a
folder… So why wouldn’t I make it as easy as possible to access
folders I use most?

By the way, folders in the Sidebar are merely aliases to the actual
folder—removing a folder from the Sidebar only removes the
alias from the Sidebar—the folder itself remains in place and
untouched.
The thing that makes the Sidebar so uniquely useful is that it
appears in both Open and Save dialogs as well as Finder
windows. Whatever appears in the Sidebar in the Finder, as
shown on the left in the figure below, also appears in the Sidebar
of Open and Save dialogs, as shown on the right.
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Andrew Orr posted the following article to macobserver.com on
February 20, 2018.tinyurl.com/ycpgy6ha. © The Mac Observer,
Inc. Andrew is a freelance writer and amateur photographer from
Michigan.
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Spotlight

Macos: 5 Ways To Find And Launch Mac
Apps
By Andrew Orr
There are multiple ways to find and launch Mac apps, and we’re
here to tell you about 5 of them.

Finder

A faster way to launch apps is Spotlight. You can launch
Spotlight by clicking the magnifying glass icon in the menu bar,
or with the keyboard shortcut Command (⌘) + Space. Then,
just start typing a few letters of the app name, and it will appear.

Launchpad

It’s not glamorous, nor is it fast, but nevertheless one way to find
and launch apps is by using Finder. macOS has a dedicated
Applications folder where all your apps are found. You’ll find
Applications in the sidebar on the left, or by going to
[ComputerName] > Applications.
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John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com
on February 20, 2018. tinyurl.com/y9ddz3uy © The Mac
Observer, Inc. A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA,
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, & Apple.

Launchpad first came to the Mac with OS X Lion. It’s a fullscreen
graphical user interface (GUI) that makes it easy to find apps.
Once you find the app you want, just click on its icon. Access
Launchpad by clicking the Launchpad app in the dock (default
location). Or, you can access it with a trackpad gesture. Pinch
inward with your thumb and three or more fingers.

How To Get Around One Of The Most
Annoying Macos (Non) Features

Dock

By John Martellaro
One of the most annoying features of macOS is the persistent
notification of available software updates. Sure, software updates
are important, especially security updates. But if you’ve ever
seen this annoying, persistent, error-prone pop-up from macOS,
you may feel that there has to be a better way. There is.

When you first set up a Mac, you’ll find a selection of Apple’s
apps on the Dock. You can add apps to the Dock, or remove
them. To add an app, go to Applications Finder, then drag the
app onto the Dock. To remove an app, click and drag the app oﬀ
the Dock, and it will disappear in a puﬀ of smoke.

Siri

Siri came to the Mac with macOS Sierra. One of many things she
can do is launch apps. Access Siri by clicking the Siri icon in the
dock, in the menu bar, or assign a keyboard shortcut in System
Preferences.

Too easy to click an undesired choice.
That pop-up message is, in fact, driven by a setting in the Mac
App Store application. That’s found, of course, under the Apple
Menu > App Store… (See Apple’s tech note: “How to update the
software on your Mac.”
When you select the App Store…, you may be tempted to think
of what you see as a built-in macOS function. But it’s really just
an application. And applications have their preferences.
After you launch the App Store…, take a look at App Store >
Preferences, and you’ll see this.
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review software updates.” With Yes and No buttons. If you
click No, it goes away. Done. If you click Yes, you get a much
bigger window. It would have a list of available updates, much
like the Mac App Store’s “Updates” tab.
However, there would be two extra fields for each entry.
1.

A label for urgency: {Security Critical, Important, Routine}

2.

Remind me again in “X” days. A user defined number.

That way, the user can gracefully get on with urgent work without
worrying about clicking the wrong field in the current pop-up,
software updates are still monitored, and the user can define
when to be pestered again for each entry. I can imagine that if a
user defers a “Security Critical” update for more than a day or
two, the pestering ramps up to some level Apple would define.
In any case, the current annoying and potentially confusing
method doesn’t seem to fit in with both the capabilities of
macOS and the daily needs of most users. It’s time to fix that in
macOS 10.14.

Mac App Store Preferences.
If you check the box, “Automatically check for updates” that
will lead to those periodic notifications. But if you leave it
unchecked, it’ll be up to you, from time to time, to check for
available updates. That’s especially helpful if you want to
maintain a fixed configuration for, say, 32-bit app compatibility
down the road. But it also means you’ll have to monitor and pay
special attention to important security updates.

A Better Way
Apple has a vested interest in helping its customers keep their
software up-to-date. Updates are released for good reasons, not
the least of which are the security improvements that are typically
baked in.
However, it seems to me that the automatic notice, shown in the
first figure above, could be improved dramatically.
What I’d like to see, instead, is a simple box that says, “Time up
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2018. tinyurl.com/y7cufkjs © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.
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2. Now press Command + Shift + Period to instantly toggle
to show hidden files

How To Show Hidden Files On MacOS
With A Keyboard Shortcut
Modern versions of Mac OS oﬀer a super-fast and easy way to
reveal invisible files on a Mac, all you need to use is a keyboard
shortcut. With a simple keystroke, you can instantly show hidden
files on a Mac, and with another strike of the same keyboard
shortcut, you can instantly hide the hidden files again too. This is
by far the fastest way possible to show and hide invisible files
on a Mac. You won’t need to use the defaults command to show
hidden files (though it still works), instead you can just use the
handy keyboard shortcut anywhere in the Finder or a file access
dialog.

Here is an example of what the Macintosh HD directory looks like
after hidden files are made visible, and after hidden files are
made invisible again, this is demonstrated in animated GIF
format so that you can see the hidden files appearing and
disappearing:

To use the hidden files keyboard shortcut, you’ll need a modern
version of Mac OS system software, including macOS High
Sierra and macOS Sierra, anything beyond 10.12 should support
the invisible files toggle keyboard shortcut.
If you’re unfamiliar with the concept, hidden files and hidden
folders on a Mac are typically either system level items,
configuration data, or some other file or folder which is usually
hidden from the average end user for a reason. Thus, revealing
hidden files is usually only necessary for more advanced Mac
users, whether it’s to view, edit, or modify some particular
invisible file or folder, or contents therein.

How to Show Hidden Files on Mac with a Keyboard
Shortcut
Using the Show Hidden Files Keyboard Shortcut is incredibly
simple, here’s how it works:

As you can see the hidden files and folders become visible and
invisible as the keyboard shortcut is pressed.

1. From the Finder of Mac OS, navigate to any folder where
there might be hidden files (for example, the Macintosh HD
root directory, or a user Home folder)

The hidden files and folders, often marked as hidden via chflags
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command, setfiles, or by placing a . period as a name prefix, will
instantly become visible. The now visible hidden files will be
displayed as having slightly faded names and icons, to oﬀer a
visual indicator that the file or folder in question is usually hidden.

•
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Navigate anywhere in the Mac Finder and hit Command +
Shift + Period again to hide invisible files

Toggling the hidden files keyboard shortcut will impact all
folders on the Mac.

Command + Shift + Period is the Keyboard Shortcut
for Toggling Hidden Files in Mac OS
Just remember that pressing down Command + Shift + Period
in the file system of Mac OS will hide or show invisible files.

Note that with hidden files made visible, they will become visible
in all folders on the Mac, just like what happens if you use the
defaults command to show hidden files in Mac OS and Mac OS
X. The big diﬀerence between modern Mac OS releases and
earlier versions of system software is that now the Command +
Shift + Period keyboard shortcut is available to show and hide
invisible items in the Finder, whereas before you had to use the
defaults write command in the Terminal to reveal or hide those
files and folders. If you prefer the command line approach for
whatever reason, it is still available to modern Mac OS releases.

The visual indicator of hidden files and folders is fairly obvious.
Here’s a folder (root Macintosh HD) with hidden files invisible, the
default state:

How to Hide Hidden Files on Mac with Keyboard
Shortcut
And of course you can quickly toggle to hide the hidden files
again and make them no longer visible by using the same
keyboard shortcut:
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If this keyboard shortcut sounds familiar to you and you’re a
longtime Mac user, it’s probably because the Command Shift
Period trick has long worked to toggle viewing of invisible items
in Open and Save dialog boxes, it’s just that now that same
keyboard shortcut can toggle the visibility of invisible items in the
general Finder of Mac OS as well.
As mentioned before, you can still show and hide hidden files in
Mac OS with a defaults command if you want to, or you can
enable with a defaults command and hide them again with the
aforementioned keystroke, but the defaults string syntax is
simply no longer necessary to gain quick access to the hidden
files.
Again, this keyboard shortcut trick only applies to modern
MacOS releases, earlier versions of system software will need to
use the command line method instead.
Whether you show or hide invisible files on the Mac is entirely up
to you, but generally speaking having them made visible is most
appropriate for advanced Mac users who need to access the
hidden directories or files that are scattered throughout Mac OS.
Absolutely do not remove, modify, or delete any hidden files
without knowing what you’re doing, many of them are
configuration files for various apps, programs, and functionalities,
or are necessary components to Mac OS and software.

And here’s that same folder with hidden files made visible via the
keyboard shortcut, as you can see there are many more items in
the same directory but they are hidden from the usual Finder
view of the user. Each hidden file or folder is represented by the
faded opaque icon and name:
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Bob LeVitus posted the following article to
workingsmarterformacusers.com on April 15, 2018. tinyurl.com/
y7l7rf9d. © Bob LeVitus. Bob is the author of more than 80
books, a computer columnist, and Mac expert. He is one of my
favorite authors and speakers.

Add A Keyboard Shortcut To Any Menu
Item (For Free)
By Bob LeVitus
This post is adapted from Chapter 1 of my eBook, Working
Smarter for Mac Users.
The Keyboard System Preferences pane lets you create
keyboard shortcuts for menu items that don’t have them by
default,
While I use the $36 third-party automation app Keyboard
Maestro to do this (and many other tasks), you can add your own
keyboard shortcuts for free using nothing more than the
Keyboard pane in System Preferences.

Launch System Preferences.

2.

Click the Keyboard icon.

Click the Shortcuts Tab.

4.

Click App Shortcuts.

5.

Click the little +.

6.
Choose an application from the drop-down Application
menu (Microsoft Word in the illustration above).

Here’s how:
1.

3.

7.
Type the menu item’s exact name in the Menu Title field
(Word Count…in the illustration above).
8.
Type the shortcut you wish to use for this item in the
Keyboard Shortcut field (Control + W in the illustration above).
9.

Click the Add button.

Now, when I press Control + W while using Microsoft Word, the
Word Count dialog pops open instantly. I’d estimate this is at
least twice as fast as reaching for the mouse, pulling down
menus looking for the command (it’s in the Tools menu, in case
you were wondering), and then selecting Word Count.
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J. D. Biersdorfer posted the following article to the nytimes.com
on April 13, 2018. tinyurl.com/lxqwg7g © The New York Times
Company. She has been answering technology questions for The
New York Times since 1998 and is the author or co-author of
eight books on consumer-technology topics.
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“cloud-ready” printers, and Canon has a guide for setting up the
Google Cloud Print service on compatible models. If you do not
have a cloud-ready Canon printer model — but it still has
wireless connectivity — you may be able to print from a
Chromebook by adding the printer to the Cloud Print site with a
PC or Mac laptop.

Beating Those Wireless Printer Woes

Other options include manually adding the printer to your
Chromebook by entering its network address and other
information, finagling the Chromebook to work with a networked
printer or using a Chrome browser extension to get the software
to talk to the hardware so you can print.

If you can’t get your printer on the network, you may be able to
get assistance without waiting for a human to come to the phone.

By J. D. Biersdorfer
Q. I cannot even get my Canon printer on my wireless network in
the first place so I can register it or print anything with a
Chromebook. Where do I start?
A. Canon makes a large number of diﬀerent printers, and the
wireless setup steps will vary based on the model you have. If
you cannot reach anybody on the company’s telephone support
lines to walk you through the process, check the technical
support area of Canon’s printers site for instructional videos or
browse the page devoted to wireless printing. The Canon video
library has clips that guide you through the wireless setup for
several printers, and you may be able to find one for your
specific model. In some cases, you may need a smartphone or a
computer to help get the printer on the network.
If you are having trouble getting your printer on your wireless
network, the support area of the manufacturer's website may
have instructions and helpful how-to videos.
You can also find written guides for dozens of models on the
Support for Printers page on the Canon site. The page is
organized by model number and the guides have a separate
section devoted to wireless setup for the printers that oﬀer Wi-Fi
connectivity. Check your wireless network setup as well and
make sure you are using the correct password when trying to get
the printer to join.
Google’s Chromebook computers usually work the easiest with
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Tom Nelson posted the following article to lifewire.com on
February 23, 2018. tinyurl.com/y8jh7ns9. .© About, Inc. He is a
consultant and writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and
support. He has written hundreds of articles, tutorials, and
product reviews.

receiving mail for each mail account you have. It's a quick way to
see what may be going on, such as an SMTP (Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol) server refusing connections, a wrong
password, or simple timeouts because the mail server can't be
reached.

Using Apple Mail's Troubleshooting Tools

The Activity window has changed over time, with earlier versions
of the Mail app actually having a more useful and helpful activity
window. But even with the trend to reduce the information
provided in the Activity window, it remains one of the first places
to look for issues.

By Tom Nelson
Apple Mail is very straightforward to set up and use. Along with
the convenient guides that step you through the process for
creating accounts, Apple also provides a few troubleshooting
guides designed to help you when something isn't working.

The Activity window doesn't oﬀer any method for correcting
problems, but its status messages will alert you when something
is going wrong with your mail service and usually help you figure
out what it is. If the Activity window shows problems with one or
more of your Mail accounts, you'll want to try the two additional
troubleshooting aids provided by Apple.

The three main assistants for diagnosing problems are the
Activity window, the Connection Doctor, and Mail logs.

1 Using Apple Mail's Activity Window

2 Using Apple Mail's Connection Doctor

The Mac's mail app includes a number of troubleshooting tools
that can get your inbox working.

The Connection Doctor can reveal problems you may have when
trying to connect to a mail service.

The Activity window, available by selecting Window, Activity from
the Apple Mail menu bar, displays the status when sending or

Apple's Connection Doctor can help you diagnose problems
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logs. Click the 'Check Again" button to rerun the
Connection Doctor and display the logs in the tray.

The Connection Doctor will confirm that you're connected to the
Internet and then check each mail account to ensure you can
connect to receive mail, as well as connect to send mail. The
status for each account is then displayed in the Connection
Doctor window. If you're unable to connect to the Internet, the
Connection Doctor will oﬀer to run Network Diagnostics to track
down the cause of the problem.

You can scroll through the logs to find any errors and see a more
detailed reason for any problems. The one problem with the
detail display in the Connection Doctor is that the text can't be
searched, at least from within the Connection Doctor window. If
you have multiple accounts, scrolling through the logs can be
cumbersome. You could of course copy/paste the logs to a text
editor and then try to search for specific account data, but there
is another option: the Mail logs themselves, which your system
keeps tabs on.

Most Mail issues are likely to be account related rather than
Internet connection related, however. To help troubleshoot
account issues, the Connection Doctor oﬀers both an overview
for each account and a detailed log of each attempt to connect
to the appropriate email server.

03 Using Console to Review Mail Logs

Running Connection Doctor
1.

Select Connection Doctor from the Window menu of the
Mail program.

2.

Connection Doctor will automatically start the checking
process and display the results for each account.
Connection Doctor first checks each account's ability to
receive mail and then checks each account's ability to
send mail, so there will be two status listings for each mail
account.

3.

Any account marked in red has some type of connection
issue. Connection Doctor will include a brief summary of
the issue, such as incorrect account name or password.
To find out more about the account issues, you'll want to
have the Connection Doctor display the details (logs) of
each connection.

The keep track of connection activities, place a check mark in the
Log Connection Activity box.

View Log Details in the Connection Doctor
1.

In the Connection Doctor window, click the 'Show Detail'
button.

2.

A tray will slide out from the bottom of the window. When
they're available, this tray will display the contents of the

While the Activity window provides a real-time look at what's
occurring as you send or receive mail, the Mail logs go one step
further and keep a record of each event. Since the Activity
window is real-time, if you glance away or even blink, you may
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miss seeing a connection issue. The Mail logs, on the other hand,
keep a record of the connection process that you can review at
your leisure.

Enabling Mail Logs (OS X Mountain Lion and Earlier)
Apple includes an AppleScript to turn Mail logging on. Once it's
turned on, the Console logs will keep track of your Mail logs until
you quit the Mail application. If you want to keep Mail logging
active, you'll have to re-run the script before each time you
launch Mail.

To Turn Mail Logging On
1.

If Mail is open, quit Mail.

2.

Open the folder located at: /Library/Scripts/Mail Scripts.

3.

Double-click the 'Turn on Logging.scpt' file.

4.

If the AppleScript Editor window opens, click the 'Run'
button in the top left corner.

5.

If a dialog box opens, asking if you wish to run the script,
click 'Run.'

6.

Next, a dialog box will open, asking if you wish to 'Enable
socket logging for checking or sending mail. Quit Mail to
turn logging oﬀ.' Click the 'Both' button.

7.

Logging will be enabled, and Mail will launch.

2.

In the Console window, expand the Database Searches
area in the left-hand pane.

3.

Select the Console Messages entry.

1.

Open the Connection Doctor window in mail by selecting
Window, Connection Doctor.

2.

Place a checkmark in the box labeled Log Connection
Activity.

View Mail Logs OS X Mavericks and later
In earlier versions of the Mac OS, you would use the Console to
view Mail logs. As of OS X Mavericks, you can bypass the
Console app and view the logs gathered with any text editor,
including the Console if you wish.

Mail logs are written as Console messages that can be displayed
in Apple's Console application. Console allows you to view the
various logs your Mac keeps.
Launch Console, located at /Applications/Utilities/.

The right-hand pane will now display all messages written
to the Console. Mail messages will contain the sender ID
com.apple.mail. You can filter out all of the other Console
messages by entering com.apple.mail into the Filter field
in the top right-hand corner of the Console window. You
can also use the Filter field to find just the specific email
account that's having problems. For instance, if you're
having problems connecting to Gmail, try entering
'gmail.com' (without the quotes) in the Filter field. If you're
only having a connection problem when sending mail, try
entering 'smtp' (without the quotes) in the Filter field to
only show logs when sending email.

Enabling Mail Logs (OS X Mavericks and Later)

Viewing Mail Logs

1.

MAY 2018

1.

In Mail, open the Connection Doctor window and click the
Show Logs button.

2.

A Finder window will open displaying the folder containing
the Mail logs.

3.

There are individual logs for each Mail account you have
set up on your Mac.

4.

Double-click a log to open in TextEdit, or right-click a log
and select Open with from the popup menu to open the
log in the app of your choice.

You can now use the Mail logs to find the type of problem you're
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having, such as passwords being rejected, connections being
rejected, or servers down. Once you locate the problem, use Mail
to make corrections to the Account settings, then try running the
Connection Doctor again for a quick test. The most common
problems are wrong account name or password, connecting to
the wrong server, the wrong port number, or using the wrong
form of authentication.

MAY 2018

Aerobotics is a South African start up that uses AI to interpret
images of crop fields from satellites, drones, and mobile phones.
AI software then diagnoses crop problems caused by diseases,
pests and hydration, makes predictions, and relays specific
information to individual farmers. Google’s accelerator program
gave the company a helpful boost, in line with parent company
Alphabet’s focus on AI in agriculture as one of its moonshot
projects.

Use the logs to check all of the above against the information
your email provider gave you to set up your email client. Finally, if
you still have issues, copy the Mail logs showing the problem
and ask your email provider to review them and provide
assistance.

In the U.S., dairy farmers are testing Ida, The Intelligent Dairy
Farmers Assistant. A cow in the test group of a larger herd wears
a sensor collar that transmits extensive data on its behavior, such
as cud-chewing, to a base station on the farm. Ida software,
initially trained on video and sample sensor data in the machine
learning lab of Netherlands company Connectera, analyzes the
data. It can predict disease onset and best insemination time,
and track eﬀects of changes in weather and feed practices. It
sends results to the farmer’s phone app. The farm base station
also communicates online with the company’s central AI program
for ongoing machine learning. Ida can support competitive freerange grazing herds, which require more intensive management
than grain-fed cows but produce healthier dairy foods.

AI And Humans
Spring Planting

Other promising applications for AI in agriculture span a range of
problems. AI can identify specific diseased plants to allow
pinpoint pesticide and herbicide spraying to reduce chemical use
and its negative environmental eﬀects. AI can also contribute to
eﬀective use of limited water resources for irrigating crops.

By Kathy Garges
Over ten years of reliable nutritional analyses show that key,
commonly-eaten foods have decreased in protein, vitamin, and
mineral content since the 1940s and 1950s. Chicken is now
loaded with fat and, as a result, has a lower protein percentage.
Fresh produce – broccoli, potatoes, carrots, tomatoes, oranges,
among others – has significantly less calcium, copper,
magnesium, vitamins A and C, and other important nutrients.
Causes are debated, but agricultural conditions and practices of
some kind are responsible. At the same time, existing levels of
world hunger combined with a growing population and climate
change are placing new and increasing demands on agriculture.
Agricultural enterprises, from established conglomerates to small
start-ups, are testing artificial intelligence solutions.

AI in agriculture has some vocal detractors. Many farmers believe
human expertise continues to be superior to AI, especially
considering the wide range of unpredictable local variables
involved in growing crops and livestock. They also point to
information overload with burdensome, unnecessary details. AI
could also be used to grow agricultural monopolies. Centralized
AI data analytics and machine learning, and high tech equipment
that requires repair specialists, can force farmers into long-term
relationships with conglomerates that involve high initiation fees
and ongoing subscription costs. Centralized AI systems are also
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potentially vulnerable to hackers. Successful AI application to the
business of agriculture will require the right combination of data
gathering, AI methods, farmer interface friendliness, business
models, and integration of farmer expertise.
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Eleni Giokos and Mary McDougall, “This drone startup helps
farmers beat disease and drought,” CNN, February 15, 2018,
tinyurl.com/ycws5ew8
Drew Harwell, “‘Cow Fitbits’ and artificial intelligence are coming
to the dairy farm. But some farmers aren’t so impressed,” The
Washington Post, April 5, 2018, tinyurl.com/y72x9by5

An innovative use of AI could contribute to reverse the trend to
centralization of agriculture by supporting small home,
community, and urban gardens and farms. Conceived as a home
appliance, FarmBot is a backyard gardening AI that tests soil,
plants seeds, waters growing plants, and removes weeds. It uses
large 3D printers with simple adaptations and sensors, and basic
“maker” AI programs Arduino and Raspberry Pi, controlled via
iPhone. The system is available to build oneself with open source
specifications or using partial or complete kits, and is designed
to accept software changes. It seems likely that FarmBot could
be modified for indoor gardening and vertical urban farming.

Amanda Little, “This Army of AI Robots Will Feed the World,”
Bloomberg, January 11, 2018, tinyurl.com/y8etjxyg
Kirsten Dirksen, “Open source bot plants, maintains your garden
when you can’t,” faircompanies.com, September 26, 2016,
(thanks to MLMUGER Deane Lappin for this reference),
tinyurl.com/ybhpblth
Stefano Mancuso, “The Roots of Plant Intelligence,” TEDTalks,
July 2010, tinyurl.com/yd663ywa

Applying AI to agriculture points to a neglected, underestimated
source of natural intelligence. No, not sheep. Plants. Scientists
have discovered some surprising signs of high-level intelligent
function in plants, including hunting and engaging in play for
learning. Some plants send out airborne chemical signals that
warn nearby plants of predators and cause recipients to mobilize
defenses. These functions are not just metaphors or analogies to
intelligent human and animal behavior; they are on par with
functions we are quick to credit as intelligence when we observe
them in ourselves. Plant intelligence could be a fertile source for
AI ideas using biomimicry (modeling AI on intelligent systems
found in the natural world) or plant-robot hybrids, for functions
like exploring soil and gaining territory.

Sources and additional information:
Andrew Purvis, “It's supposed to be lean cuisine. So why is this
chicken fatter than it looks?” The Guardian, May 15, 2005,
tinyurl.com/y94penhb
Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, “Path
to Zero Hunger by 2030” [infographic], January 8, 2017,
tinyurl.com/y9d63apy
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